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The champion of drinks—
THE

DR^NKOF 

CHAMPIONS!

Only ‘Ovaltine’ has been served to competitors at 
every Olympic Games since 1932 and at every Empire 
Games since 1950. At the Rome Olympics, 1960, 
‘Ovaltine’ was the only food drink officially recog
nized, and over 127,000 cups were served to athletes of 
all nations. And * Ovaltine1 is a valuable food supple
ment in everyday life as well as under the most 
strenuous conditions.
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The A.A.A. Club and its Position in 

British Athletics

THERE appears to be doubt in the minds of some members and of would-be 
members as to the position of the A.A.A. Club in the multiplicity of Clubs 

and Organisations in the framework of present day Athletics.

It is with a view to resolving such doubts that these few words are written.

It is as well to begin at the beginning. The Club was founded in September,
1958, with the primary object of providing Honorary Members of the A.A.A, 
with opportunities to retain in fuller measure their interest in, and support of, 
Athletics. It was perhaps unfortunate that right from the beginning there was 
some misunderstanding regarding those who were already Honorary Members 
of the A.A.A, and those who became members after the Club was formed. It 
never was the intention to have two different forms of membership. Indeed 
it may well be that a better name for the Club even now, in order to avoid any 
misunderstanding, would be the " A.A.A. Honorary Members Club,” because 
that is what it virtually is. There are very few members indeed who are members 
of the Club but not Honorary Members; these are confined to the professional 
athletes of all sports who are debarred from being Honorary Members by virtue 
of not coming within the existing A.A.A, definition of an amateur, in addition 
of course to ladies who are in any case automatically Honorary Members of 
the Women’s A.A.A.

The other point of misunderstanding concerns the Amateur Athletics
Supporters’ Association (A.A.S.A.). This is a quite separate organisation which 
has as its primary object the raising of money for the A.A.A., W.A.A.A. and 
their Clubs.

The reason for this misunderstanding is that the A.A.S.A. give considerable 
help to the A.A.A. Club by the provision of index cards and envelopes for our 
records and distribution. This in turn is done because amongst other things 
the A.A.S.A. maintain all such records for the A.A.A., and it is obviously 
economic for the Club to take advantage of this facility. Further, all Honorary 
Members are circularised with A.A.S.A. material in order to give a greater 
potential to the A.A.S.A. money-raising schemes. Since the Taising of money 
is a secondary object of the A.A.A. Club it was felt that it was not inconsistent 
with Club policy for this to happen. Indeed it was largely on account of this 
that all our members were also made members of the A.A.S.A. without sub
scriptions to the A.A.S.A. being necessary. It was perhaps because of this that 
the misunderstanding grew. One or two of our members have objected to 
receiving A.A.S.A. literature, and the remedy for this lies in letting the Honorary 
Secretary of the A.A.A. Club know, when action will be taken to ensure that no 
literature involving draws, sweepstakes, etc., is sent to any of our members not 
wishing to receive it.

To further our own objects the Club works in harmony with all other 
athletic organisations, the International Athletes’ Club, Specialist Clubs, A.A.S.A. 
and the like. The Club’s policy is entirely altruistic, working only towards the 
good of Athletics and the interest of its members; as was said very forcibly by 
the new Vice-Chairman at the Annual General Meeting, it is designed to make 
the Club a living entity, and not just a list of names in the A.A.A. Handbook.

It is to be sincerely hoped that these few words have cleared some of the 
doubts which unfortunately exist. The Club does not as yet boast its own 
motto, but if one were to be forthcoming it might well be OMNIA VINCIT 
AMOR (love of Athletics of course).

NORMAN COBB.
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Belgrade-A Team Coach’s Viewpoint

JOHN LE MASUR1ER

(A.A.A. National Coach for the South)

ON Sunday, 9th September, the British team of 54 men and 22 women set 
out from London Airport in a BEA Vanguard to fly the 1,100 miles to 

Belgrade—a non-stop flight of just over three hours. Accompanying the team 
were a team manager, two assistants, a women’s team manager, a doctor, a 
masseur, a masseuse and two coaches (Denis Watts and myself)—making a 
total of nine officials. The largest team in the European championships was the 
combined German contingent with 40 officials and 150 athletes; the Russians 
sent 20 officials and 87 athletes.

It is not the intention here to describe or report on the events of the 
championships, but to give an idea of the problems which confront coaches who 
accompany a team competing in such a major meeting.

Having been fortunate enough to travel as observer-coach to Brussels in 
1950 and as team coach to Stockholm in 1958, I recall two outstanding points 
from these previous championships. Firstly, the importance of team spirit, 
and secondly how this team spirit could be boosted considerably if the team 
started well on the opening day. This had happened in Brussels when Jack 
Holden won the marathon, and again at Stockholm when Stan Vickers finished 
first in the 20km. walk. Could the 1962 team start equally well was the question 
in my mind on the way to Belgrade, and of course Ken Matthews provided the 
perfect answer.

Athletes on the fringe of this sort of competition are nervous and highly 
strung; it is the job of the HQ staff to see that everything possible is done, 
within reasonable limits, to ensure that each athlete goes to his event as well 
prepared physically and mentally as is humanly possible. Such items as accom
modation, food, transport and training facilities are naturally of paramount 
importance for confidence and peace of mind. But there are also a hundred and 
one other small details which need close consideration if minor ‘ niggles ’ are to 
be avoided. What may seem to a casual outsider to be a minor ' niggle ’ grows 
in the mind of the athlete awaiting top-class competition into a major catastrophe.

In Belgrade, the accommodation was adequate, and the arrangements for 
meals, which were poor to start with, improved considerably. Transport by 
coach from the athletes’ village to the stadium was efficient and reliable. Lack 
of telephone communication and the presence of an official liaison officer-cum- 
interpreter whose English was not very fluent and whose knowledge of athletics 
was limited threw an extra burden on to the team management.

There were three very good training tracks at the village camp of Kosutnjak 
(some four or five miles outside Belgrade). Strangely enough, one of these 
tracks seemed to be far more popular than the other two, and in the three days 
prior to the opening of the championships this one track was packed with coaches 
and athletes from morning until night, while the other two tracks were almost 
deserted.

A coach travelling with a team such as this must be well equipped for every 
emergency. He must at all times carry a well-stocked ' coaching * bag. From 
my personal experience, I would say the following items are required; in addition 
to the obvious stop-watches, tape-measures, metric conversion, tables, decathlon 
and pentathlon scoring tables, IAAF rule-book, note-book and pencil, starting 
pistol and ammunition, the coach should also have aspirins, safety-pins, spare
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shoe-laces, bandages, sticking-plaster, rubber heel-pads, scissors, needle and thread, 
talcum powder, cold cream and a length of elastic—all these may be needed in 
an emergency. And, of course, the coach must have a baton in his knapsack.

In addition he should be armed with a list of best performances of the 
opposition in all events, so that when the draw for heats and qualifying competi
tions of each event is made he can fill in the gaps for athletes who are un
acquainted with their opponents. The National Union of Track Statisticians 
is always most helpful on this score, providing lists which are usually brought 
right up to date with the latest information.

Denis Watts and myself were fortunate in having the assistance of our three 
colleagues (Bill Marlow, Ron Pickering and Ian Ward.) to help on the training- 
tracks for the three days prior to the opening day. These were very full days, 
with relay change-overs to polish up, and a constant demand from athletes 
requiring interval times and gun starts. Field event performers also, of course, 
required coaches to observe them in their final workouts.

■Once the championships had got under way, Denis and I alternated in the 
mornings between the warming-up track (adjacent to the main stadium) and the 
training track at the village. In the afternoon, we alternated between the 
warming-up track and the main stadium itself. In. this way we each saw rather 
less than. 30% of the competition, but it was felt essential that one of us (or the 
team captain) should be on the warm-up track at all times when a British 
competitor was there waiting to be called forward for his event.

A casual observer in the main stadium or a television viewer at home is 
perhaps unacquainted with the formalities which lead up to an athelete appearing 
at the start of a competition. The procedure on these occasions is that the 
athletes are called forward from the warming-up track 20-25 minutes prior to 
the starting time of their event. They are then marshalled in a ' filter ' before 
being marched through to the main arena. With qualifying rounds taking 
place at 9 a.m., some athletes (and a coach) had to rise early in order to be 
ready on time. A typical day was as follows: Rise 3.30 a.m., Breakfast 6.15, 
Transport to stadium 7.15, Start warm-up 8.00, Report to filter 8.35, 
Competition 9.00.

With competition going on until 8 p.m., it was often 10 p.m. before we 
returned for an evening meal, and then there would be work to be done jn pre
paration for the next day. The physical and mental strain is, understandably, 
quite considerable, but is well worth the effort, particularly if the atheletes 
perform well, as most of them did in Belgrade.

Probably the most overworked member of the staff was Johnny Johnson, 
the team masseur, who worked from early morning until late at night every 
day, either at the village or in the changing-rooms at the stadium. For him, 
these championships were by no means a holiday or rest-cure. In fact, through
out the whole of the championships he saw only two races. This was complete 
dedication.

The Vllth European championships were carried through in the finest 
spirit of sportsmanship. There were no political intrigues, everyone mixed well 
at the village andi on the training tracks. The spirit of the championships was 
much nearer to the spirit of the Commonwealth Games than in previous European 
championships. For this the Yugoslavs deserve every praise.

The above article is one of four by National Coaches which appeared in the 
January, 1963 issue of the A.A.A’s " Coaching Newsletter.” It is reprinted by 
kind permission of the author and of the Editor, D. K. R. Phillips. A Coaching 
Newsletter” is issued free to all qualified A.A.A. Honorary Coaches. Copies 
may be purchased from the A.A.A. Offices at l/3d. each, including postage.
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Our Athletics Standards

LEN GEBBETT
This article is based on a talk given at the SCALP (Southern Coaching and 

Liaison Planning) Conference held at Bisham Abbey in November, 1962, the 
brainchild of Arthur Kendall and John Le Masurier, respectively Hon. Secretary 
and National Coach to the Southern Area. 1 wondered whether I should try 
to remove from it sections dealing with the South in particular so that it would 
reflect only trends in the British athletics scene as a whole. However it seemed 
to me best to present Lens statistics (he is Chairman of the N.U.T.S.) as he did 
himself. If it should prompt any readers to offer comments on the pattern in 
other Areas they will be received by me gratefully.—Ed.

THE South has a population of 20 millions, that is roughly two fifths that of 
the United Kingdom. Other things being equal, we would expect this 

proportion of Southern athletes amongst the leading athletes of the whole 
country and this in fact proves to be the case, whether one considers the leading 
20 or 50 in each event. So in speaking of trends in Southern or in national 
standards we are in general talking about the same thing.

The population of the South is approximately equal to that of East Germany, 
who would certainly be too strong for us athletically. It is two and a half 
times that of Sweden and four times that of Finland, both of which are stronger 
than us in a number of field events.

Here is a review of our position in all the standard events, starting with 
the track and going on to the field events. In each event I shall list the 
number of athletes in Britain who have achieved a stated standard in each of 
the last five seasons.

100 yards: The most striking fact of 1962 was that no British athlete reached 
the final of either the European 100 m. or the Commonwealth 1*00 yds. This 
was disappointing in view of the rising standards of recent years. Sprint times 
are at best unreliable, but the following figures do reflect trends reasonably well: 
Sub 10 secs.: 1958—17; 1959—26; 1960—31; 1961—41; 1962—49.

World standards have been rising equally fast, and though there are no 
Armin Harys about there are an increasing number of 10.3 and 10.4 100 m. men, 
as the recent European Championships showed. However we must remember that 
David Jones went very close to reaching the Olympic 100 m. final in 1960. Also 
that after years of having English TOO yds. record equalled annually in 9.8 
we saw the Middlesex 100 won. only by inches in 9.7 in 1961. Since then we 
have had our disappointments, partly due to injuries to such young hopefuls as 
Carter and Cmela.

220 yards: Here we have enjoyed greater success internationally, with David 
Jones winning the silver medal in the Commonwealth 220 and coming fifth in 
the European 200 m. Last year saw a peak in our improvement nationally which 
we have not been able to reach again this season.
Sub 22 secs.: 1958—16; 1959—22; 1960—26; 1961—35; 1962—29.

As in, the 100 yards, our junior sprinters are now finding it much harder 
to establish themselves at the top, and our best sprinters are still those who 
first achieved prominence in the late 1950s. Again world standards are rising, 
and we should note that 1962 was the first year since 1946 in which we failed 
to win a championship medal in the 200 m. Over this distance 71. athletes in the 
world beat 21.3 in 1958, 81 in 1959, 120 in 1960 and 116 in 1961.

440 yards: At the European Championships in 1958 we won the gold and 
silver medals in the 400 m. and the gold medals in the 4 x 400 m. relay. After 
this our standards relative to the rest of the world went back, and we did not 
make much impression in Rome. Incidentally we have not had an Olympic 
400 m. finalist since 1936 ! Brightwell and Metcalfe have led us as a nation
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back to eminence over this distance, but our standards in. the South are lagging. 
Despite a fair number of sub 49 sec. quarter-milers we are not producing any 
runners of real international class and no one has reached the sub 47 sec. standard 
of Wrighton and Sampson in 1958. We cannot be complacent, either in the 
South or nationally; indeed our number of good quarter-milers is at present not 
increasing.
Sub 49 secs.: 1958—14; 1959^24; 1960—24; 1961—28; 1062—24.

Note that in 1962 no fewer than 42 athletes in West Germany reached the 
equivalent standard of 48.6 over 400 m.

880 yards: British post-war middle-distance running seems to have reached 
its peak in 1958 when Hewson won the 1500 m. and Rawson the 800 m. at 
Stockholm. A few weeks later both ran 800 m. in 1 min. 4,7 in Paris. Can 
anyone imagine two of our present half-milers doing this ? Remember also that 
Derek Johnson won the silver medal at Melbourne. Since then our position 
internationally has declined, and our national records have been in little danger 
of being broken. In the 1960 Olympics no British runner even reached the 
semi-finals We did little better at Belgrade and no one reached a final, even 
though European standards have also gone back since the last Olympics. At 
Belgrade the times in both heats and final were inferior to those in the A.A.A. 
Championships. At least the South can claim that it produces most of our best 
half-milers. But our runners are poor tactically and show a general lack of 
spirit—though one must except from these strictures the running of Kilford in 
1961-.
Sub li: 55.0: 1958—64; 1959—66; 1960—70; 1961—94; 1962—94.

In 1062 Britain had 42 athletes who ran 880 yards in 1 : 53.3 or better, 
whereas West Germany had 50 who beat the corresponding 800 m. time of l!: 52.6.

Mile: The more men we get who can run the mile inside 4 mins. 10 secs, the 
less well we do in international competition. It is now quite an event when a 
British middle distance runner wins abroad in a big international meeting. We 
won the European 1.500 m. in 1054 and 1958, but in 1962 our lone representative 
came last. No one from the South was even considered good enough to send to 
Belgrade. In Rome we had no one in the 1500 m. final, and we made a poor 
showing in Perth. Our strength in depth is however impressive and there is a 
steady improvement in our number of good milers.
Sub 4:10.0 1958—21; 1959—34; 1960—39; 1961—42; 1962r—49.

In 1962' 3 British athletes beat 4 minutes, though the only one of them from 
the South, Bruce Tulloh, only did it as a “ fun run,” as Bruce Kidd would 
put it. We used to be superior to the Americans over this distance—but in 
1962 7 Americans ran sub 4 minute miles. In an inter-area 4 x 1 mile relay 
race I would back with confidence the Northern quartet of Simpson, Hall, Taylor 
and Berisford.

3 Miles: It is fitting that Tulloh should have won the European 5,000 m. for 
the 3 miles, its linear equivalent, is our best event by world standards. Indeed 
we have left all other countries some way behind as regards numbers of world 
class runners over this distance. Progress here, especially during the last 2 
years, has been tremendous, particularly when one considers we have hardly 
been short of talent at any time since 1952.
Sub 14 mins.: 1958—30; 1959—36; 1960—32; 1961i—48; 1962—62.

22 of these sub 14 min. men of 1962 are Southern athletes. John Merriman 
was 10th best in the country with 13 : 32.4 which less than a decade ago stood 
as a world record in the name of Gundar Haegg. Consider too the case of Eddie 
Strong which serves as a reminder that at the top world standards are still 
rising. In Belgrade he was eliminated in his heat of the 5,000 m. although he 
ran 13 : 56.4, a time which was .2 faster than that which gave Kuts the gold 
medal and a world record in Berne. ......
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. 6 Miles: We have not got a Bolotnikov, but we have got 5 men who ran €
miles :n under 28 mins. th:s year and 3 of these (Hyman, Batty and Tulloh) are 
Southern athletes. The standards at the top have gone up sharply but further 
down the improvement, though steady, has not been quite so pronounced as in 
the 3 miles.

Sub 30 min.: 1958—34; 1959—39; 1960—42; 1961—49; 1962—51.

Steeplechase: Taking the averages of the top 10 in the country, Britain was 
5th best m the world last year. The U.S.S.R. was a long way ahead, but we 
were not far behind West Germany who were in 2nd place. We have not 
managed to produce any world-beaters since the mid '50s, but we have shown 
progress in depth this last season.

Sub 9 min.: 1958—4; 1959—4; 1960—4; 1961—5; 1962—8.

With 25 Russians under 9 mins, in 1961 we certainly cannot be complacent. 
Indeed when Chapman ran his 8 : 46 in the the A.A.A. Championships this year 
it was the first time a Southern athlete had been under 8 : 50 for 5 years or 
more. The world best has been near the 8 : 30* mark for some time now so our 
record, in view of the tremendous reservoir of distance talent available, is 
scarcely satisfactory. Our standards would surely rapidly approach those of the 
Russians if some of our distance men took up the steeplechase seriously.

120 yds. Hurdles: We have had no Olympic finalist since the War, though 
in the European Championships Hildreth was 3rd in 1950, Parker 2nd in 1954 
and Hildreth 4th in 1958. We have however lost ground as compared with 
world standards. While Hogan is obviously a great prospect, there is not a 
great deal of young talent coming up in this event. Few of our hurdlers are 
good sprinters, on the lines of Lauer, Lorger and Mikhailov.

Sub 15 sec.: 1958—7; 1959—10; 1960—11; 1961—8; 1962—11.

440 yds. Hurdles: Our international status in this event is similar to that 
in the high hurdles. We made a poor showing both at the European and. the 
Commonwealth Games. Perhaps insufficient international competition keeps 
our standards a little lower than they might be. Few really young athletes 
are coming through in the South, and most of those at the top have been there 
for some time now.

Sub 55 sec.: 1958—19; 1959—8; 1960—12; 1961—13; 1962—14.

'High Jump: 3 years ago our national record was 4 1/4 ins. below the world 
record, but it is now 8 ins. short. Gordon Miller, the best high jumper in the 
South for some years, seems unlikely to go much higher than 6 ft. 10 in. In 
the high jump, as in several other field events, the standard in the South is 
generally higher than in the rest of the country, but the Southern standards are 
most unimpressive by world standards. Three British high jumpers reached or 
beat 2 m. in 1962. In East and West Germany there were 1.4 jumpers who did 
this. There were 10 such jumpers in Sweden in 1961—and the population of 
Sweden is less than that of Greater London.

6 ft. 3 in. or better: 1958—5; 1959—7; 1960— 8; 1961—12; 1962—8.

Pole Vault: This is black spot number one in the British athletics scene. 
Standards are deplorable in the North, Midlands and Scotland, but they are 
even worse in the South when one takes into account the numbers of athletes 
and the superior facilities. Geoff Elliott’s aged record has miraculously survived 
yet another year, although it is now more than 2 feet below the world record. 
This year the Finns had more than 50 men who cleared 4 metres or better; 
Britain had 6, with only one from the South. The population of Finland is rather 
less than half that of Greater London.
13ft. or better: 1958—4; 1959—7; 1960—11; 1961—10; 1962—10.
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Long Jump: The long jump was for a long time as depressed an area as the 
pole vault, but in recent years the picture has brightened considerably. About 
half of the leading men are from the South, but the really big improvements 
this year have come from 2 non-Southern athletes, Davies and Morbey.

23 ft. or better: 1858—14; 1959—14; 1960—12; 1961—27; 1962—22.

Triple Jump: Ken Wilmshurst won both the long and the triple jump at the 
Commonwealth Games in 1954 at Vancouver, and in the middle '50s was among 
the leading dozen or so best triple jumpers in the world. Fred Alsop’s splendid 
new national record of 52 ft. 7 ins. is nearly 18 ins. better than Wilmshurst’s best 
but relative to current world standards he is not quite so good yet as Ken was. 
In fact there are 10 or so Russians better than him. Boosey is quite an acquisi
tion, but there is not very much talent coming through. N.B. 38 Russians 
jumped 50 ft. 6 ins. or better last year.

48 ft. or better: 1958—4; 1959—<6; 1960—7; 1961—7; 1862—9.

Shot Putt: This is easily the best of our field events from the international 
standpoint. In no other in recent years have we had 3 men of world class to 
match Rowe, Lucking and Lindsay. Lucking’s recent 61 ft. 1| ins. puts him 
amongst the leading dozen or so shot-putters of all time and Lindsay looks 
all set to best the 60 ft. mark as well. However the gap in the 1962 rankings 
of 6 ft. between Lindsay and Morgan shows we may well have to wait some years 
for any more 69 ft. prospects. (What about Carter and King ?—Ed.). By 
comparison with other countries our depth is not very good. Roughly half our 
best shotputters come from the South. N.B. Finland, with a tenth of our 
population, had ten putting 53 ft. or better in 1962.

59 ft. or better: 1958—9; 1959—8; 1869—8; 1861—10; 1962—10.

Discus: This event has shown marked improvement in the last few years. 
Of the 29 best throwers in the country the overwhelming majority are from the 
South, though it should be borne in mind that Carr has been in California for 
4 years now and that Chinnery is now in Australia. Outside the South standards 
are generally deplorable. Only a I®0 ft. thrower can really be described as 
world class, however, and this is a distance which only 2 British throwers have 
ever beaten—once each ! Several of our leading throwers are nearing the veteran 
stage, but in Nimmo and King we have 2 fine prospects.

159 ft. or better: 1958—19; 1959—10; 1960—12; 1961—17; 1962—15.

Hammer: This is little better than the pole vault. The retirement of Mike 
Ellis took the backbone out of Southern hammer throwing. Allday was able to 
come back after several years and re-establish himself without much difficulty. 
Apart from Payne, the standards in the South are rather better than in the 
remainder of the country. Little young talent is emerging, however, and with 
several of the leading throwers in their 30’s the outlook is bleak indeed.

1-79 ft. or better: 1958—8; 1959—8; I960—9; 1961—8; 1962—9.

Javelin: The position in the javelin is very much brighter, and again we find 
most of the leading throwers in the South. McSorley’s rise to world class has 
been followed by a disastrous loss of form which we will hope is only temporary. 
Smith made a dramatic improvement on his personal best to take the silver 
medal at Perth, and few of us would have predicted at the beginning of the year 
that we would produce two 259 ft. throwers. When Greasley returns next year 
from America we may well have a Southern Championship in which a 259 ft. 
throw is not good enough to win. But note that the Finns had 66 men who beat 
66 m. (216 ft. 6 ins.) last year.

210 ft. or better: 1958—8; 1959—8; 1969—11; 1961—1.4; 1962—12.
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Relative Efficiency

PETER R. POZZOLt

IT is an axiom of mathematics that where two sets of data are known a 
coefficient can easily be calculated. Thus, given the power of a series of 

engines and their peak performances, it is a simple matter to assess their relative 
efficiency ratio.

The relationship of this trilogy made me wonder whether it is possible 
to work out, tentatively at least, a basis for a similar assessment in field; athletics. 
Normal ranking lists, taking into account only one factor, peak performance, tell 
us who is currently the ‘ most ’ but afford little if any information to coaches 
as to the relative intrinsic ability, or efficiency, of a particular athlete.

The basis I have used, and here I would welcome statisticians suggesting a 
more logical one, is to take as the ' power factor ’ the height and weight of the 
athlete, expressed as ft. lbs., arrived at by multiplying the pounds weight by 
height, e.g. an athlete weighting 12 st. and 5 ft. 9 ins. tall would have a power 
factor of 168 x 5.75: 966. The peak performance (reduced to inches) is then 
divided by this factor and the result, in inches per ft. lb., is the efficiency ratio.

Calculating on this scale, our post-war javelin international ladies fall into 
the following table (figures in brackets denote year of best performance). The 
figures in the right-hand coloum show the order in which these ladies rank based 
on distance thrown alone.

1st Susan Platt .................................................. (1961) 2.588 1
2nd Barbara Nicholls ......................................... (1962) 2.466 4
3rd Monica Podmore-Hartland .................. .......... (I960) 2.454 6
4th Margaret Callender-Whitbread ........... .......... (1959) 2.346 8
5th Rosemary Morgan ................................ .......... (1962) 2.295 2
6th Averil Williams ................................. .......... (I960) 2.222 3
7th Diane Coates ..................................... .......... (1052) 2.130 7
8th Joy Evans-Fleming .......................... .......... (1961) 2.095 9
9th Mary Tadd-Robson .......................... ........... (1959) 2.076 5

10th Chreena Macdonald ............................. ......... (1952) 1.842 lt7
11th Ann Dukes ................................................... (1954) 1.804 12
12th Joan Balkwill ..................................... .......... (1957) 1.790 13
13th Thelma Hopkins ................................. .......... (1961) 1.784 15
14th Iris Mouzer ................................................... (1959) 1.762 11
15th Gladys Clarke-Pentland ...................... ........... (1949) 1.744 14
16th Patricia Legg-Bond .......................... .......... (1952) 1.599 16
1.7th Frances Robinson-Clarke ..................... .......... (1955) 1.504 10

The exercise, however, would have been but of academic interest to me and 
this article never written, if I hadn’t been able to find a couple of spanners to 
throw into the made-to-measure theories. Coaching being nowadays held an 
almost sacrosanct prerequisite to superior performances, it would be interesting 
to hear the pundits offer an explanation which would explain away the peak 
performance for instance of Margaret Cox-Williamson (Birchfield Harriers), a 
now almost forgotten international, who in 1935 achieved an efficiency ratio of 
1.974 to rate lOfli in the above table. Even more intriguing would be an 
accounting for the case of Gladys Lunn (Birchfield Harriers) whose best throw 
in 1938 rated her 6th of all-time in, the British Ladies’ Efficiency Table for the 
event with a ratio of no less than 2.247 ! These lasses achieved their figures with
out any brou-ha-ha of magical coaching formula, weight lifting, or the like— 
they just got on with it and threw with verve and, determination.
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Lunn's case is the more startling since she was actually a middle-distance 
and cross-country champion who turned to the javelin to qualify for the 193S 
Games where her own events were excluded from the programme. These two 
ladies rani: 14th (Lunn) and IsSth respectively if listed with the 1.7 in the main 
table in order of distance achieved.

Two explanations spring to mind. The first, anathema to modernists, that 
the coaching ballyhoo is greatly overestimated; alternatively, that modern girls 
are physically a weaker group than the ladies of pre-war vintage and in all 
probability also inferior in will-power. I do not think the answer lies in my 
first suggestion but I can say the more I delve into the fascinating realms of 
women’s early athletic history the more do I tend to believe the second is true. 
Officials of several western European nations feel similarly on this point.

As a spur to performance, I could mention provided Barbara Nicholls does 
not alter the power factor (i.e. does not increase her weight from last season) 
she needs a 161 ft. 3 ins. throw to surpass Platt as the most efficient javelin 
thrower we have had, which, as you will have gathered by now, is quite a 
different thing from the longest throw.

And the world ? Elvira Ozolina’s world record carried a ratio of 2.794— 
she was precisely 3 lbs. heavier and -J- in. shorter than Sue Platt.

Modern Champions

NEIL ALLEN

CASTOM BOELANTS of Belgium is reigning European 3,000 metres steeple
chase champion and in 1962 won the International cross-country title at 

Sheffield. He was born on 5th February. 1,937, is 5 ft. 7 ins. tall and weighs 
128 lb. In 1959 he ranked 42ud among the world’s steeplechasers with 8 : 56.6, 
improving to 19th with 8 ; 45.8 in I960. At Rome he finished 4th In the 
Olympic final behind Kryszkowiak of Poland and the Russians Sokolov and 
Rzhishchin. In 1961 he was 7th with a fine 8 : 38.2. After winning the cross
country title Roelants considered switching to the 5,600 m. for Belgrade as he 
had a best time of 13 : 53.S, But he stayed with the less developed event, won 
his European heat in 8 : 42.0 and the final in his best ever time of 8 : 32.6. 
Roelants has also done 3,000 m. in 8 : 10 and 10,000 m. in 29 : 10,4, He trains 
l.J hours to 2 hours daily. Since 1961 he has emphasized winter fartlek training 
and has done less actual cross-country racing.

MAURICE HERR1OTT of Sparkhill Harriers has run more fast steeple
chases than any other U.K.. athlete, though he is still 0.8 sec. behind Chris 
Brasher’s 1956 U.K. record of 8 : 41.2. Maurice was horn on 8th October, 1939, 
is 5 ft. liO-J ins. tai] and weighs 145 lbs. He works as a motor cycle fitter in 
Birmingham. In 195S he set a world junior (under 19) best time of 8 ; 59.2 and 
got his first international. He improved to 8 : 4®.6 in 1959, but slipped back 
to 8 : 53.2 in 1960 and did not reach the Olympic final,. I-Ie ran his fastest, 
8 : 42.4), in 1061. Last year he was only 20th in the world rankings with 
8 : 43.8. At Belgrade ITerriott sustained an injured knee and could not start 
in the final after qualifying with 8 : 49.2. At Perth he took the silver medal in 
the Commonwealth. Games final behind Australia’s Trevor Vincent (8 ; 43.4) who 
was less affected by the excessive heat but was just as good a hurdler. Maurice 
was 18th in the 1963 English cross-country championship and should go under 
8 : 40,0 at least for the steeplechase in the summer. He is coached by Tommy 
Heeley and is concerned about the low standard of water jumps in Britain.
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Old Boys’ Associations Team Championships

JOHN MARTELL

THAPPING me between two cars, Barry Willis suggested that I write a piece 
for him. I agreed. In a subsequent moment of temporary sanity I realised 

that the brief was a strange one—to write about a particular series of matches— 
even if it has a particular attraction for those taking part.

Ever since I&49 eleven other Old Boys’ Associations, most of them loosely 
organised athletically, have scrambled to take part in an evening meeting start
ing promptly at 6.45 p.m. on the Old Rutlishians Ground, Merton. Some from 
North London have to strain to be there on time. ” We were over the white 
line for 200 yards " should surely attract pre-race disqualification but it does 
indicate enthusiasm.

The date is always the Tuesday after the A.A.A. Championships, At this 
time the schools have not broken up but the universities are down. This timing 
is perhaps the secret of the meetings. The teams are able to draw on masters, 
old boys, and some senior school boys, all usefully united in a way cutting across 
usual club affiliations. No efforts are spared if there is a chance of snatching a 
point. The travelling record is probably held by Tony Shrimpton of the 
Old Haberdashers who has more than once come down from Manchester. The 
talents thus deployed range from current internationals (Old Tiffinians hope to 
have Mr. Brightwell’s services next time) through rugger blues and fiist class 
club men to strong men dragged out of tile scrum and hopefully entered in a 
throwing event.

The dividend, apart from an enjoyable match and subsequent convivial 
evening, is that people no longer members of a club can have their interest in 
the sport rekindled. Unless an athlete is particularly gifted lie tends to drop 
out before reaching riper ‘ officiating ' years, while the less gifted can be so 
overdrawn on their wives' good -will by the time that they hang up their spikes 
that they are never let out again. This type of meeting, which could well be 
imitated, does serve in a small way to work against such losses. The Old 
Rutlishians, excluding the recently retired Reg Thrasher and the master time
keeper, Harry A. Hathway, can boast three other grade one officials. Reg was 
more benevolent, but an incidental side issue is that IT.A.IT. must surely be the 
only person to have whacked three fellow (if future) grade one judges !

_ ■ The events in the match cover the usual track races up to two miles ending 
with an inevitably stirring, if old fashioned, mile relay, plus high and long 
jumps, discus, shot, and javelin. One string only is allowed; there are heats up 
to the quarter. The Old Elizabethans, with the aid of Peter Wells and a youthful 
Eric Shirley, won the first year and retained the trophy presented by themselves 
the next year. In 1951 the Old Rutlishians, turning out a European champion, 
Derek Pugh, and Jack Brewer—at the age of 46 he is still throwing over 140 ft.— 
were successful for the first time, and won again next year. In 1953 the Old 
Whitgiftians and the Old Croydonians figured in the only tie and, flushed with 
this success, commenced the series of Croydon v. London Old Boys’ matches. 
The promoting club, the Old Rutlishians, had a long run of successes from 1954 
to 1959. Their growing embarrassment was relieved bv the Old Haberdashers 
who, assisted by school master Mike Palmer and Vic Matthews, who only just 
made the team as a long jumper, broke their run in 1960. They too succeeded 
in winning the following year. 1962 saw the Old Elizabethans winning for the 
first time since the early matches, keeping their own trophy north of the river.
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Indoor Tracks

CECIL DALE

(Honorary Secretary, A.A.A, Development Committee')

THERE is pressure in this country for more indoor athletic tracks. As is 
already known, wo have a, complete track at Wembley, and the R.A.F. have 

put at our disposal indoor facilities at Stanmore and Feltwell, Unfortunately 
the Wembley track is only in position for 3 meetings per year. Of course, this 
is not good enough—but we must nevertheless be grateful to the ‘ Daily Herald '

► for the initiative they have shown.

What we require are permanent indoor tracks in each area which have a 
minimum circumference of 220 yards. There must surely be many large aircraft 
hangers which could serve this purpose.

I have been asked by your Editor to compare the facilities at Wembley 
with those at Stuttgart, where the recent West Germany v, Great Britain indoor 
international was staged. Strange as it may seem, although the Stuttgart track 
has a lap of 2100 metres, I prefer the Wembley track (145 yards) as regards 
presentation. I know the athletes prefer the longer track, especially as the bends 
are of uniform height throughout (approx. 3 ft. Gins.), whereas Wembley reaches 
an apex height of 3 ft. Gins, at each end.

The track at Stuttgart has four lanes, like that at Wembley, and was 
constructed completely from white deal timber, a softer wood than the parana 
pine of Wembley. Does it make much difference to the runner because one wood 
is harder than the other ? Frankly I doubt it very much.

Nor can I see what amount of springiness a jumper will get from a wood 
floor unless it is constructed like a diving board, so that it gives. But surely 
this is not what is required. All wood flooring should be firmly laid without 
any give.

All the jumping pits in Stuttgart, by the way, were filled with a soft sand. 
Once again I think our landing areas of rubber chippings are just as good, a 
solution.

t. Moving now to the pole vault, I feel that our vaulters have a great deal to
learn about the use of fibre glass poles. This of course means we need more 
indoor pole vaulting facilities. This prayer will be answered next year at

j Crystal Palace.
j Regarding the shot putt, it may be known that at Wembley we use lead

filled leather shots. In Stuttgart they used the ordinary metal shots, putting 
from a 9 in. portable platform into a clay pit of the same depth. At the moment 
lead filled shots are the best solution for us as it would be absolutely impossible 
for us to put down such facilities at Wembley,.

There were one or two small items noted at Stuttgart in the way of presenta
tion which will be used in future at Wembley.

Finally, let me reiterate that what we require is permanent indoor track 
facilities in all areas. Who knows ?—the Government may yet help us to 
produce the finest indoor athletes in the world.

Cecil Dale reports that the total number of athletics tracks in this country 
(including permanent grass tracks) is now 262. Ill of these are public cinder 
tracks, 142 are private and 9 are grass. 23 further tracks are under construction 
and another 121 are under consideration.
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Race Walking
L. W. WOODCOCK

(Secretary of the Race Walking Association')

ALL of us, although we remember it not, have glorified in that moment when 
we first walked unaided. Our pride of achievement was reflected whole- 

heartedly in the faces of those composing the family circle and everyone knew that 
a definite stage in our development had been reached. It is a solemn and 
humbling thought that every one of us must pass through this evolutionary stage 
whether we are black, white or yellow of skin. The phrase " finding one's feet " 
must truly have an international connotation. We, of a modem age, whose 
quest ;s for greater and greater speed by every possible means Man can devise, 
are in danger of forgetting the age-old elementary method of progression. The 
inherited instincts plus a deep-seated competitive spirit in man manifested itseif 
in racing and in competition against time.

In the middle ages athletics in the broadest sense were an essential part of 
the May games, wakes, fairs and festivals that brought brightness into the lives 
of our ancestors. These celebrations and trials of strength continued for many 
years. In fact to-day they survive in the form of the village fiower-shosv sports 
meetings and rural gatherings. At the same time a class of professional pedestrians 
grew up in the service of the aristocracy of the day. They were employed' as 
" footmen ” to run messages in town, or to run ahead of the family coach on 
tile awful roads of the period to make arrangements at the inns for a night's 
refreshment and sleep, or to advise the country house staff of the Imminence of 
the family's arrival. Inevitably, in those days of high wagering the gentlemen 
of gentility began to match their footmen against each other in races, and as a 
development they tended to employ only those men who could give proof of 
speed and stamina, after which they were trained as " gladiators ” to carry the 
Master's confidence and stakes in the matches over varying distances.

In addition to these two streams of athletic endeavour—the " amateur " in 
the rural areas and the growth of the " professional ” pedestrians in town 
service—was added a third category, the Army officers who embraced running 
and walking as a means of becoming physically fit as a matter of professional 
pride and to enable them to withstand the rigours of active service. No definition 
of the means of progression seems to have been attempted, although “ fair heel 
and toe ” was used. It is commonly understood that in long-distance events a 
pedestrian was allowed to trot, as necessary, to ward off cramp. With all these 
reservations and having regard to the lamentable road surfaces of their day and 
the clothing they affected for their trials of speed and stamina, we may feel we 
had worthy progenitors on the athletic path.

As the end of the last century approached the amateur side of the sport 
became more and more important. New ideas were abroad, the quest of physical 
fitness and good health became more widespread. Changing working conditions 
allowed more time for sport. The competitive urge asserted itself and for the 
first time amateurs, as we understand the term, turned to road-racing and 
long-distance walking and many of the events which continue into our time were 
established about the turn of the century. This movement was helped to some 
extent by a dissatisfaction that many had against track walking as then practised. 
Undoubtedly there were some excellent walkers racing on the track, but there 
were many who seemed to exploit the rules to their own advantage and in this 
they appear to have been helped on occasion by indifferent and incompetent 
judging.

From 183(1 to IiMX> onwards, race-walking had received a great impetus. In 
addition to the walkers from general athletic clubs, other Clubs such as the 
Surrey Walking Club, the now defunct Middlesex Walking Club and the London 
Vidarians Walking Club (formerly the Garratt Walking Club) had been formed 
to cater specially for this branch of athletics. Regular races were being held 
for amateurs on the Brighton Road, at Bradford and Manchester. Long distance
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time trials were frequently promoted and, of course, the normal track champion
ships and other key events continued to be held. The need for a greater degree 
of organisation in the sport, especially in road events, was now apparent and 
with the formation of the Southern Counties Road Walking Association in 1007 
a new era in competitive amateur walking began.

Sixteen Clubs affiliated to the new Organisation, the principal objects of 
which were “ to hold Championships on the road and undertake to examine and 
authenticate Tecord performances made under the rules of the Association over 
specified courses and distances.” There were of course some excellent walkers 
in both the North and Midlands as was evidenced in the results that came from 
those areas and in 1911 the Association became the Road Walking Association. 
In 1:932 the R.W.A. formed itself into Northern Area, Midland Area and Southern 
Area (and later Welsh Area) Committees responsible to a General Committee 
on which all Areas were represented. The R.W.A. has always been affiliated 
to the A.A.A., whose laws govern the general administration of Amateur Athletics 
and is affiliated to the British Olympic Association.

For many years the R.W.A. was considered the governing body for road 
races only, but in 1954, the A.A.A, acknowledged the competence and specialised 
knowledge possessed by the R.W.A. and entrusted the Association additionally 
with the power to develop track walking. This involved a change of name from 
the Road Walking Association to Race Walking Association and this arrangement 
has proved a happy one. The number of affiliations has grown from the original 
sixteen and stands to-day at over 140.

Indoor Athletics in Britain
ANDREW HUXTABLE

INDOOR athletics is now fairly well established in this country so it might be 
of interest to list progressive U.K. best performances for some of the more 

frequently contested events, together with some supplementary notes.

60 yards—6.3 Peter Radford Cosford 26.11.58
6.3m Radford Dortmund 24. 1.59
6.2m Radford Dortmund 24. 1.59
6.2 Radford Dortmund .28. 2.59
6.2 David Segal Lexington, Va. 25. 2.61
6.2 Segal Lexington, Va. 24. 2.62
6.2 Segal Lexington, Va. 23. 2.63

m—55 metres time.

Radford ranks top over 50 metres (5.5) and 100 yards (10.0) while Segal 
holds the U.K. ' record ’ for the rarely run 70 yards low hurdles (7.7).

Brian Morris holds the 400 m. ' record ’ with 48.8; next best is Barry 
Jackson with 49.2. Jackson has the best 440 yards on record (50.0) and holds 
jointly with William Cornell the GOO yards at 1 : 11.2. Michael Rawson went 
under 1 : 13.0 on four occasions with a best of 1 : 11,.6. Derek Johnson ran 
the 660 yards best in a prodigious 1 : 17.9, Andrew Green the 800 m. in
1 : 52.6, Rawson the 880 yards at 1 : 54.5. and Cornell the 1,000 yards with a
2 : 09.6; he has also clocked 2 : 10.8. Brian Hewson is No. 2 in the event at 
2: 12.1.

The U.K. best for li,500 m. is an excellent 3 : 45.8 by Neill Duggan. In the 
same race Stanley Taylor ran 3 : 46.3, while others under 3 : 52.0 are John 
Disley (3 : 51.2) and Michael Blagrove (3 : 51.4). Brian Turner has achieved 
two of the three best indoor miles by U.K. athletes—4 : 05.3 and 4 :06.6—-both 
in the U.S.A. Following him on the all-time list are Taylor (4 :O6.5), Derek 
Tbbotson (4:07.0), Brian Hewson (4:07.2), Michael Berisford (4: 10.0) and 
Geoffrey Eales (4 : 10.1).
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Bruce Tulloh is 3,000 in. ‘record holder’ with 3: LI .9, equivalent to 2 
miles in 8 : 50.7, and thus intrinsically inferior to Ibbotson’s 8 : 47.8. Brian 
Hill-Cottingham (8:52.8), Taylor (8:54.0), Derek Graham (8:54.0), Martin 
Hyman (8 : 54.2) and John Cooke (8 : 57.4) are next best. Ibbotson (13 : 44.8), 
Ronald Hill (13 : 47.0) and Edward Strong (13 : 49.0) top the 3 miles list.

60 yards hurdles—7.6m Peter Hildreth Dortmund 1. 2.58
7.6 Robert Shaw Dortmund 28. 2.59
7.6 Robert Birrell Stanmore 30. 1.60
7.6 Victor Matthews Stanmore 30. 1.60
7.6 Robin Brunyee Stanmore 27. 2.60
7.6 Birrell Stanmore 2. 4,60
7.6 Birrell Stanmore 11. 2.61
7.6 Peter Pilbrow Stanmore 11. 2.61
7.6 Michael Parker Stanmore 4. 3.61
7.6 Birrell Stanmore 4. 3.61
7.6 Birrell Stanmore 1. 4.61.
7.6 Parker Stanmore 1. 4.61.
7.6 Michael Hogan Stanmore 4.11.6L
7.5 Parker

m.—55 m.
Wembley

time
29. 3.63

High dump—6' 0" Stanley West Wembley 6. 4.35
6’ 2" John Newman Wembley 16. 4.37
6' 2|" Derek Cox Paris 16. 1.54
6' 6" Gordon Miller Stanmore 23.11.59
6' 6" Miller Stanmore 30. 1.60
6' 7|" Crawford Fairbrother Stanmore 2. 4.60
6' 7|" Miller Stanmore 14. 1.61
6' 9" Fairbrother Stanmore 11. 2.61
6' 9" Miller Wembley 7. 4. 62

Four others have scaled 6' 4" or better: Michael Leary (6' 6"), David Wilson 
(6' 5"), Patrick Mackenzie (6' 4") and Lloyd Foster (O' 4").

Pole Vault—12' 3" Richard Webster Wembley 6. 4.35
12' 3" Webster Wembley 2E 3.36
12' 9 J" Webster Wembley 16. 4.37
13' 5 J" Geoffrey Elliott Paris 27. 2.55
13' 6" Rex Porter Stanmore 19.12.59
13' 6" James McManus Stanmore 30. 1.60
13' 6" Porter Stanmore 30. 1.60
13' €" Porter Stanmore 27. 2.60
13' 6" Porter Stanmore 2. 4.60
13' 6" Ian Ward Stanmore 2. 4.60
13' 6" Porter Stanmore 3.12.60
13' 6" Ward Chapel Hill, N.C. 13. 1.61
13' 6" Ward Chapel Hill, N.C. 16. 2.61/
13' 6" Ward Chapel Hill, N.C. 3. 3.61
13' 9" Trevor Burton Wembley 30. 3.62
13' 9" Burton Wembley 6. 4.62
13' 9£" Burton Stuttgart 22. 3.63
1.4' 0" Martin Higdon Wembley 29. 3.63

Long Jump—22' 9" Kenneth Duncan Wembley 6. 4.35
23' 1" Fred Alsop Stanmore 27. 2.60
23' 8" John Howell Stanmore 17.12.60
23' 8J" Howell Stanmore 3.1il.62
24' 6j" Lynn Davies Wembley 15. 3.63

Fred Alsop’s best is 23' 7". John Morbey has cleared 24' 6j" and Alex Davies 
(23' 3") is the only other British athlete to beat 23 feet.

The triple jump list is headed by Michael Ralph (50' 2"), Alsop (40' 5J"). 
Ken Wilmshurst (43' OJ") and George Britten (47' 6|").
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Shot Putt—42' 1£" Robert Howland Wembley 6. 4.35
43' 1|" L. Reveall Carter Wembley 21. 3.36
45' 1$" Peter Hincks Wembley 10. 4.37
52' 41" John Savidge Harringay 29. 3.5252' 5|" Savidge Paris IS. 1.54
56' 71" Arthur Rowe Dortmund 24. 1.59
59' 51" Rowe Kiel 26. 1.59
61' 21" Rowe Wembley 10. 3.62
62' 0" Rowe Wembley 17. 3.62
62' 111" Rowe Wembley 6. 4.62

Britain's only other 16 m. men, apart from Rowe, are Michael Lindsay 
(58' lOj"), Martyn Lucking (58' 8"), Nick Morgan (53' 4") and the very promis
ing Alan Carter (53' 1$").

WOMEN
60 yards—7.3 Jean Desforges-Pickering Dortmund 13. 2.55

7.2 Jean Scrivens Dortmund 5. 2.56
7.0 Madeleine Weston-Cobb Stanmore 19.12.59
7.0 Daphne Arden Cosford 28. 3.61
7.0 Arden Cosford 9.12.61
6.9 Arden Cosford 10. 2.62

Arden holds the 100 yards best (11.2) in addition to the 60 yards.

Joy Grieveson is top over 400 m. (58.8) while her great rival, Jean Dunbar- 
Sorrell has negotiated 440 yards in 59.3—a U.K. best. Brenda Cook (1 : 28.4) 
has recorded the best time over 600 yards while Phyllis Perkins is only 0.2 
slower. Best over 800 m. and 880 yards are Madeline Ibbotson (2: 13.2 m.), 
Cook J2 : 15.4 m.), Perkins (2 : 16.3) and Susan Jarville (2 : 18.7).

60 yards Hurdles 8.2 Jean Desforges-
Pickering Dortmund 13. 2.55

8.1 Patricia Nutting Stanmore 28.11.59
8.1 Ann Charles- 

worth Stanmore 28.11.59
8.1 Charlesworth Stanmore 28.11.59
8.1 Charlesworth Stanmore 19.12.59
8.0 Charlesworth Stanmore 19.12.59
8.0 Charlesworth Stanmore 30. 1.60
8.0 Nutting Stanmore 30. 1.60
8,0 Charlesworth Stanmore 27. 2.60
8.0 Nutting Stanmore 27. 2.60
7.9 Charlesworth Stanmore 27. 2.60
7.9 Charlesworth Stanmore 2. 4.60
7.9 ChaTlesworth 'Stanmore 3.12.60
7.9 Charlesworth Stanmore 14. 1.61,
7.9 Charlesworth Stanmore 11. 2.61
7.8 Charlesworth Stanmore 4. 3.61

Jean Desforges-Pickering (wife of the national coach for Wales and the West) 
holds the U.K. best for 70 m. H. (1.0.2).

High Jump—4' 11" Mary Milne-

5' 2"
Dumbrill

Milne-Dumbrill
Wembley
Wembley

6. 4.35 
21. 3.36

5' 2" Dorothy Odam-Tyler Wembley 21. 3.36
5' 2|" Odam-Tyler Wembley 10. 4.37
5' 5" Thelma Hopkins Manchester 17. 4.57
5' 6" Frances Slaap Stanmore 30. 1.60
5' 6" Patricia Robson-Veals Stanmore 4. 3.61
5' 7" Slaap Stanmore 10. 2.62
5' 7" Slaap Wembley 30. 3.62
5' 9" Slaap Stanmore 3. lil.62
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Britain’s high jump strength is reflected by the number of girls over 5' 4": 
Slaap, Veals and Hopkins (as above), Linda Knowles (5' 8|"), Gwenda Matthews 
(5' 5j"), Mary Bignal-Rand, Janet Gaunt and Pauline Sibley (5' 5"), Dorothy 
Shirley, Iris Welsh-Pegley and Doreen Teasdale (5' 4"). Sheila Alexander- 
Lerwill cleared 5' 6" in an exhibition.

Long Jump—1.6' 6J" Ethel Raby-
Davies Wembley 6. 4.35

H6' 1.1" Raby-Davies Wembley 21. 3.36
17' 6|" Raby-Davies Wembley 16. 4.38
18' 0" Raby-Davies Wembley 13. 5.38
18' 5i" Christina Cops-

Persighetti Stanmore 19.12.59
18' ■6|" Marian Needham Stanmore 30. 1.60
19' 81" Mary Bignal-Rand Stanmore .27. 2.60
19' Bignal-Rand Stanmore 4. 3.61

Rand has a 4|" advantage over Shiela Parkin; then come Janette Neil (19' 3J"). 
Persighetti (18' 9"), Berenice Jessop (18' 7|"), Needham (18' 64"), Loraine 
Winfield (18' 4|"), Jean Whitehead (18' 3|") and Ann Packer (18' 0|").

■30' 8" Kathleen Tilley- 
Dyer Wembley 6. 4.35

30' 1OJ" Tilley-Dyer Wembley 21. 3.36
34' .OJ" Tilley-Dyer Wembley 10. 4.37
36' 4|" Bevis Reid-

Shergold Wembley 16. 4.38
36' lOj" Reid-Shergold Wembley 13. 5.39
37' 6" Suzanne Farmer-

Allday Harringay 28. 3.52
39' 9" Gillian Collins Cosford 29.11.60
43' 9" Mary Peters Belfast 26. 2.62
45' 2" Farmer-Allday Wembley 31. 3.62
46' Oj" Peters Wembley 7. 4.62
46' 41" Allday Wembley 16. 3.63

Note: In the field events only the best mark in each meeting is listed.

Your Help Is Requested

ONE of the chief problems facing athletic coaches and officials to-day is the 
vast number of youngsters who show considerable potential as schoolboys 

but then fail to mature into senior competitors of national or international 
standard.

Up to the present there has been no comprehensive survey into the reasons 
behind this loss to the sport. In an effort to provide the Development Committee 
of the Amateur Athletic Association with the answer, I am undertaking the 
completion of such a survey. It is estimated that at least two years' work will 
be necessary to reach accurate and constructive conclusions.

In order that the survey may be as representative as possible, I need a 
number of enthusiasts to co-operate with me by distributing and collecting 
questionnaires throughout the country. Especially would I be grateful for 
volunteers from the South and from Wales. Also many members of the A.A.A. 
Club will have their own theories on this topic and they are cordially invited to 
write to me with their viewpoint. In addition I would be interested particularly 
to hear from athletes who made this transition successfully.

Enquiries please to—John Brennan, De Lisle School, Loughborough, 
Leicestershire.
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Social News

THE success of our Social Evening on the 9th November last has been reported 
in detail in the Honorary Secretary’s Report which members will have 

received and read. It was all the more disappointing that the Annual General 
Meeting was so poorly attended and that the colour film of the British Empire 
and Commonwealth Games so kindly lent to us by B.P. (Australia) Limited was 
seen by so few members.

The Annual A.A.A. Club and Championships Dinner will soon be upon us 
once again and members will have separate notification of this event as an 
enclosure to this Newsletter. This at least seems to be one event that is fully 
appreciated. This year as well as our sponsor for the Dinner in the Members’ 
Dining Room at the House of Commons, Sir Wavell Wakefield, M.P., we shall 
also have as our guest Sir Patrick Reuison, the recently appointed Deputy 
Minister for Sport.

The Annual General Meeting was highlighted by a rousing speech from the 
newly elected Vice-Chairman, Roly Harper. He outlined what he considered 
to be the main purpose of the Club and asked that members play a full part by 
letting the Committee have ideas on how the Club could better carry out its 
function and make itself a living entity, not just a list of names in the A.A.A. 
Handbook. Fuller details of the A.G.M. will be available when the minutes 
are completed, but in the meantime members will wish to know that the Draft 
Constitution and Rules were approved. Although they may not be perfect in 
every way they will now serve as a basis upon which to build. As a result of 
election the following Committee will represent you for the ensuing year :—

Chairman—Sir Joseph Simpson, K.B.E.
Vice-Chairman—R. St. G. T. Harper.
Hon. Secretary—Sqn. Ldr. C. N. Cobb, M.B.E., R.A.F. (Ret’d.). 
Hon. Treasurer—Dr. J. B. Leather.
Committee Members (6)—A. M. Atton, Commander F. W. Collins, 

R.N. (Ret’d.), Warrant Officer J. H. Dale, M.B.E., R.A.F., 
G. H. Husband, R. J. Murray, D.S.C., B. E. Willis.

Branch Representative (Midlands)—S. S. Yarrow.

NORMAN COBB.

ARE YOU SHORT OF OFFICIALS?
FOR SALE—Ten important watches and a timekeeper.
(From an advertisement by Sotheby’s for their sale on 22/4/63).

Book Reviews
" RUN TO THE TOP ” by Arthur Lydiard and Garth Gilmour 

(Herbert Jenkins, 21/-)
Arthur Lydiard has long had a reputation extending outside his native New 

Zealand as a distance and marathon runner and it was well-known that the 
lack of a coach and negligible facilities had forced him to evolve his own system 
of training. Others including Halberg, Snell, Magee, Julian, Baillie, Puckett 
and the Australian Power began to seek his coaching advice and their various 
overwhelming successes including world records, Olympic and Empire Champion
ships subsequently proved the success of his system.

Garth Gilmour on the other hand is hardly known in world athletic circles; 
but he has allied his journalistic ability to Lydiard’s athletic knowledge and 
between them they have produced a remarkable book. It includes a detailed 
account of the evolution of the Lydiard creed and philosophy together with 
complete training schedules for distances from half-mile to marathon and a 
most interesting story, told in an easy and logical manner, of the exploits of 
the athletes with whom he has been associated. It is enriched with the inclusion 

of 48 excellent action photographs.
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We have become used to athletic training authors who divide their year 
into early season, mid-season and so on. Lydiard divides the year (for the 
novice at least) into 10 weeks marathon training, 6 weeks hill training, 12 weeks 
track running, H5 weeks cross country and 8 weeks road, racing. Seven days 
training per week is regarded as essential, but the whole key to the system is 
the marathon type training for all athletes, irrespective of their events, which 
requires a mileage to be covered of no more and no less than one hundred miles 
per week. The total annual mileage for everybody is 3,520 and again this is 
not varied because the distances to be raced by the athletes vary. He suggests 
the manner in which the 100 miles weekly marathon stint should be divided up 
and goes on to provide complete schedules for the three months track training 
for each event. These schedules have themselves to be interpreted by the 
individual athletes referring to the “ Table of Effort ” applicable to their own 
average of six best performances. The tables are quite unique and whilst they 
cannot of course have any scientific basis, Lydiard’s vast experience and deep 
thought on the subject makes them a very sound guide. It is interesting to find 
a great coach who is opposed to weight training and has very little time for 
callisthenics or massage. He does not believe in any special diet; but there 
appears to be a little inconsistency in this chapter since he believes that milk 
is useful, yet says that fats must be eliminated from the body. There is a good 
but short chapter on tactics and an unusual one giving advice to the middle- 
aged non-athlete on how to get fit following a similar system.

On a first reading, the book appears to be revolutionary and the reader is 
led to the conclusion that the whole system must be either embraced or rejected 
—that you cannot adopt any particular ingredients alone. When you come to 
analyse the track schedules, however, you realise that the volume of work in 
this period is not as great as that done by many English internationals. It is 
the precise one hundred miles per week marathon training which appears some
what unpalatable. Lydiard admits that other systems achieve quicker, though 
not better, results. But he is absolutely convinced that his system is the 
successor to speed-interval training. The experience of the New Zealand team 
in Rome certainly appears to indicate that they were quickly acclimatised, that 
they could produce top form out of season and that they improved on a series 
of top speed rounds whilst other athletes deteriorated. Lydiard remarks that 
many countries seek out the best people to train, remove all their financial 
worries, provide the best facilities—and waste the whole lot through using an 
out of date training system ! Nevertheless he hopes that they will not adopt 
his system because if they do so we shall never overtake them again. He would, 
however, like to see the wonderful effect of keeping an athlete engaged on 
athletics every day.

We are unaware whether the words are Lydiard’s or Gilmour’s, but this book 
contains a number of most lucid and wise sentences charged with a great depth 
of meaning, specimens of which are quoted hereafter:

" It is more important to win an Olympic championship than to break 
a world record.”

" The essence of athletics is the pleasure you can get out of it.”
" In two seasons a skilled coach can pass on twenty or thirty years

of knowledge and experience.”
” The important thing is training, not straining.”
” One of the greatest advantages of cross country running for boys

is that their parents cannot follow alongside.”
” The field of training and middle distance running for women is wide

open and unexplored except for very few in the world.”
” The Big Time Amateur Athlete of to-day is an amateur but he is a

professional amateur or, if you look at it in another sense, he is an amateur 
professional.”
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To sum up, this is a most interesting and thought provoking book, packed 
with common sense. Strangely enough, although it is controversial, it contains 
fewer items which other coaches will be inclined flatly to reject than is\usually 
the case in such books. It contains, however, one remarkable lesson for us 
which Lydiard and Gilmour both appear to have completely overlooked. It is 
that a small team in a foreign land derives enormous benefit from being able to 
have its team manager join them in their training sessions !

RONALD A. JEWKES.

"TRACK AND FIELD FUNDAMENTALS FOR TEACHER AND COACH ”

by John T. Powell (Stipes Publishing Co., 10-12 Chester Street, Champaign, 
Illinois, U.S.A., $2.90)

John Powell, whom many will remember at Loughborough, went to South 
Africa, and is now at the University of Illinois. Out of a lifetime of wide 
experience and extensive reading he has produced a book on athletics teaching 
which should become the bible of the interested school-teacher and the club 
coach. He has attempted, and almost succeeded in achieving the impossible 
task of putting the explanations of techniques and the principles of teaching into 
ordinary lay language, and in a form which will appeal to every harassed teacher 
and coach trying to cope with a bunch of enthusiastic youngsters. Introductions 
to the events, from field events to cross-country, principles and techniques are 
dealt with in an orderly, easily assimilated manner, accompanied by hints, by 
do's and don’t’s, and the addition of a quick reference guide at the end adds 
considerably to the book’s value. John Powell has garnered the wisdom of 
Dyson, Haegg, Gusta Holme'r, Stampfl, Alford, Zatopek and a host of others, 
and added his own international and varied experience. His bibliography is 
extensive and offers those interested enough the opportunity to pursue subjects 
in detail with thoroughness. Weight training, warm-up and training methods and 
tables are all dealt with. A " must ’’ for the school-teacher and the club coach.

GEORGE PALLETT.
(Reprinted from " Athletics Weekly.”)

" THROWING ” (Know the Game—Coach Yourself Series, Educational 
Productions Ltd., 2/6). Published in collaboration with J. H. Dodd, Principal 

Lecturer in P.E., Carnegie College

This booklet of 32 small pages has the prime fault of trying to do too much. 
It would be difficult adequately to cover any one of the four throws in a book 
of this size. To try to cover all of them, and general training, and weight 
training, is to court disaster. It is not clear whether this book is intended for 
schoolchildren or novice club athletes. My guess is that the intended market is 
principally scholastic. It is my devout hope that no youngster with talent ever 
has to rely on this book alone because it is incomplete. As an example, it is 
stated in the section on the hammer that one should " practise with an intelligent 
appreciation of what you are endeavouring to do,” and yet the description of 
the footwork alone is so short and sketchy as to be incomprehensible, to a novice 
at least. In any case, what is set out is largely ten years out of date—and bv 
U.K. standards, at that.

Of the four events, the javelin is perhaps the best covered. In a book 
that is so condensed great reliance must be placed on the illustrations; yet they 
are not as good as they should be. They are drawings, many of them probably 
taken from loop films. Presumably in order to cut costs, photographs are not 
used—but I can see no good reason for retaining the many obvious faults. Surely 
they could have been eliminated and the form shown in even the best photographs 
might have been improved upon in the sketches. The javelin in particular suffers 
in this respect; in fact only the thrower in the cross-step looks good. In the shot
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there is one excellent drawing of the putting position (Fig. 7), with a later 
position superimposed, which could not be faulted but the number of round 
backs, the thrower’s eyes being directed at his feet, are many, not to mention 
“ bowing " in the delivery in discus and javelin. This is rather odd because 
in the weight training section two figures are shown in mechanically impossible 
positions, presumably to show the importance of a straight, upright back.

The current P.E. abhorrence of the squat has caused its complete omission; 
the straddle lift has been substituted, but called a dead lift. However the back 
exercise illustrated is a good one, but I would have thought it as objectionable to 
the P.E. men as the currently unpopular “ good morning ” exercise.

In the section on discus throwing the part dealing with getting across the 
circle, viz. real discus throwing, is quite inadequate. As with the hammer, this 
book is dated by the reference to a strap discus and spiked shoes.

Altogether I am sorry I cannot be complimentary to this book in view of 
its connections. It seems unlikely that John Dodds had much control over jts 
production and a foreword by the Chairman of the A.A.A. Development Com
mittee, which is largely at variance with my views stated above, appears to set 
the seal of the Association’s approval on this production. I would urge those 
responsible for this book to produce separate books of at least the same size on 
each of the five subjects covered. For preference, photographs should be used 
rather than sketches and great efforts should be made to ensure that text and 
relevant illustrations appear on the same page. Technique and rules, where 
mentioned, should be right up to date.

D.F.A.V.

“ HANDBOOK OF THE ENGLISH SCHOOLS ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION, 
1963 ’’ (6d. plus postage from Mr. A. Foyston, 16 Cavendish Road, Hull, Yorks.)

The Annual Report for 1962 includes an account of the 12th annual coaching 
course for leading school athletes at Lilleshall which mentions that internationals 
Peter Radford and Peter Cullen, having in the past been in turn ‘ young athletes ’ 
and ' demonstrators,' completed the full circle by assisting at this course as 
coaches. In charge for the last time before his departure for Canada was 
Geoffrey Dyson, and this report pays an eloquent tribute to his work and 
inspiration. The annual schools’ championships and triangular international 
were followed in the case of two schoolgirls (Linda Knowles and Sheila Parkin) 
by selection for ‘Belgrade, and the note to this effect might have recorded that 
the former returned with a bronze medal, surely an unprecedented event in the 
history of the E.S.A.A. Including as it does tables of standards, the Association’s 
constitution and competition rules, etc., this handbook continues to offer astonish
ing value for money.

“ BRITISH BEST PERFORMANCES 1962 “
(4/- post free from Mr. A. Huxtable, 78 Toynbee Road, London S.W.20)

Once again the National Union of Track Statisticians presents the facts and 
figures of the greatest feats by British athletes during the past season. The 
40-50 best performances in each event, men’s and women’s, are listed, a matter 
of about 2,000 results in all. One’s mind boggles at the thought of the work 
involved. If you have never succeeded in keeping up with the Joneses, here 
are their liOO yards and metres times faithfully recorded. The domination of 
certain events by a single athlete is clearly shown (e.g. Brightwell, Rowe, Hyman, 
Allday, Platt). So too is the meteoric rise and fall of John McSorley—may he 
be back over 250 feet before long ! And so too are the difficulties which must 
face the selectors of our national team. The seven best performances over 880 
yards were achieved by seven separate athletes and nine-tenths of a second 
covered them all I ” Indispensible ” was the adjective I applied to this annual 
compilation a year ago; it applies equally to this latest edition.
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“ DISTANCE RUNNING RECORDS ” compiled by Dave Roberts 
(The International Athlete, 69 St. Vincent St., Glasgow C.2, 3/6)

The Road Runners Club has done great work for the long distance runners 
of this country in the ten years since its formation. From time to time they 
have publisher! brochures, one for instance on the organisation of road races, and 
another reporting on the tremendous success achieved by the R.R.C. team of 
four who took part in the 1962 Comrades Marathon in South Africa. This 
present volume is their most ambitious to date and is the work of their enthusiastic 
and devoted Hon. Statistician. In includes world and U.K. long distance track 
records, marathon records, winners of annual road races and many other lists. 
Photographs help to enliven this little volume which will prove a mine of 
information for all who are interested in long distance running.

“ THE SPORT OF RACE WALKING ” (6/- including postage from The Race 
Walking Association, T Brickwail Lane, Ruislip, Middx.)

I find walking (and I can speak only as a spectator) an unsatisfactory 
method of racing, and so I think do the majority of athletes and spectators. Yet 
none shouted louder than I when Don Thompson entered the Stadio Olimpico to. 
win our only gold medal in Rome, and at each oi the last two European 
Championships our team has undoubtedly been greatly encouraged by seeing the 
first victory go to a British walker. These mixed reactions are, I think, typical 
of most people involved in our sport.

The beginnings of race walking produced some remarkable feats of endurance. 
There was Captain Barclay, for instance, who won 1,000 guineas in 1S08 bv 
walking 1,000 miles in 1,000 successive hours—one mile in each and every hour. 
Thousands of people gathered to see the closing stages which he completed 
successfully despite ''spasmodic affections in his legs. ’ The recent John 
o'Groats—Lands End race shows that our tastes are not very different from 
those of our forebears. Chapters oil the coming of amateurism, the RAV.A., 
the definition of walking and the international scene lead on to some 70 pages 
of statistics. The results of 154 A.A.A, and 130 R.W.A. Championships, of 
Olympic and European Games, etc., must have taken a great deal of work to 
compile and they form a unique record of the feats of British race walkers. 
There are hints on the coaching of novices, and a section too on exercises contri
buted by Harold Whitlock, Twenty-four line impressions of great British 
walkers, past and present, complete a volume which bears witness to the 
enthusiasm found amongst the walking fraternity in this country, It is one 
which all interested in the statistics of sport will find absorbing. Its price is 
astonishingly low.

B.E.W.

We are grateful to all those who have contributed to this issue of our 
Newsletter. Their views are, of course, not necessarily those of the A.A.A.

The cover photograph was supplied by E. D. Lacey, 55 Graham Road. 
Mitcham, Surrey

Honorary Secretary of the A.A.A. Club: Sq. Ldr. C. N. Cobb, R.A.F.
(Ret’d.), Ser Amadia, Chanctonbury Chase, Redhilt, Surrey. Honorary Editor 
of Newsletter: B. E. Willis 14 Bluebridge Avenue, Brookmans Park, Herts.



Horlicks- 
the athlete’s

secret
1. Horlicks has been served at every major athletic meeting' at 
the White City since 1912, and at many Olympic Games through
out the world.
2. Olympic athletes of every nationality have at some time recog
nized the value of Horlicks as an essential part of their training.

WHAT IS THE SECRET OF HORLICKS?
Its secret is simple and straightforward. It encourages the right 
kind of sound sleep that relaxes the muscles and nerves . . . 
refreshes the mind and body ... helps to build a reserve of energy 
for each new day.

This is the sleep the athlete needs. That is why he takes 
Horlicks every night. That, too,is why HorlicksLtd. in gratitude 
to him take pleasure in supporting this publication.

HORLICKS LTD., Slough, Bucks


